vision

revitalizing the downtown area and reclaiming a vibrant population while maintaining its economic and social diversity with a zero net loss of our ecological and natural resources. aim at keeping and promoting the historic values of the island and being open to more sustainable growth directed towards a more resilient community.

goals

I. a walkable and livable environment that enhances the quality of life and promotes the travel demand of historic and ecotourism
II. a compact urban core with intensified and mixed land use that sustains a diverse group activities and populations and enhances sustainability of eco-city
III. create desirable spaces and settings for local and commercial businesses in order to stimulate the local economy
IV. an island with an efficient, reliable and convenient transit system that supports economic activities and improves accessibility
V. protection of Galveston’s ecological integrity
VI. encourage resilient development to mitigate future hazard events
VII. focus on renovations and revitalization to East Galveston